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Family ties – a recipe for success
The story of the Fahey Family of Hotels is one of down-to-earth country hospitality,
family values and outstanding business acumen.
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“The PKF Hotel and Hospitality Team
understands your industry and can help
you plan for what is around the corner”
•
•
•
•
•

Audit and accounting
Tax consulting
Business planning
Succession planning
Profit improvement

•
•
•
•
•

Benchmarking and KPI reports
Market analysis and financial assessment
Outsourcing
Valuations
Technology advisory services

For immediate support, call John Sutton or Matt Laming on 7421 1400.

www.pkf.com.au
Level 2 | 139 Frome Street
Adelaide | South Australia | 5000
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President’s Report
Peter Hurley, AHA|SA President

Cost of doing business just too high

T

he cost of doing business in South Australia has soared in recent
years.
Add that South Australia is already the highest-taxed state in the
nation (despite some stamp duty relief for CBD apartment buyers
in the State Budget) it simply makes it harder and harder for SA
based businesses to be competitive, to grow, to provide jobs and
keep prices competitive for their customers.
For example, the Commonwealth Grants Commission figures
released earlier this year show that South Australians are taxed
on average eight per cent more than other States – that means,
on average, businesses in South Australia have an eight per cent
tax disadvantage and households are taxed eight per cent more.
According to this Commonwealth Grants Commission report:
• Land Tax is 40 per cent above the national average.
• Stamp Duty is 27 per cent above the national average.
• Insurance Tax is 53 per cent above the national average.
Add to these figures the most costly (and arguably inefficient)
WorkCover scheme in the country and of course the nonsensical
two part day holidays on Christmas and New Year’s Eve and it’s
easy to understand why businesses are rapidly losing confidence.
The soon to be implemented carbon tax will further increase
not only electricity prices but contribute to upward cost pressures
across the board of all goods and services. The carbon tax
compensation goes to consumers not business so business will
be totally reliant on consumers feeling confident enough to spend
any ‘compensation’.
That’s a big ask given that sales revenue is the flattest I have
seen for a number of years. A useful measure to demonstrate this
point is net gaming machine revenue (NGR). South Australian
April 2012 NGR i.e. money spent was the lowest for an April
since 2003 - the lowest in the last nine trading years. Food and
beverage reflects a similar experience.
And we are already bracing ourselves for how the third level of
Government will handle the carbon tax. Local Government has a
historic disregard for business reflected in their current pre-carbon
tax rate structures and fees.
If the State Government truly wants a ‘vibrant’ Adelaide and
South Australia that will attract expats home, enhance our
reputation interstate and overseas, remain appealing to the “Y”
generation, create a healthy and prosperous environment that
encourages innovation and investment, then we encourage
them to give business incentive to succeed instead of having
that success taxed. Why? Well because it is business and
those in business that take the risk, that generate the investments,

that create the jobs, that add long term sustainable value to the
community…not Governments.
As per one business lobby’s optimistic submission to the SA State
Treasurer re the 2012 State Budget;
“A low tax environment is vital for business to remain competitive,
undertake investment, provide employment opportunities and
facilitate a higher standard of living.”
“…South Australia should have the nation’s most competitive
business taxation system, a system that minimises imposts on
businesses, complexity, red tape and compliance costs.”
I am encouraged by that optimism but sadly I am yet to see it at
a practical level. Take the new liquor tax to be introduced from July.
We are not sure what it is intended for other than contributing
$3.6m in the first year to State coffers, and while it can be as little
as $100 per annum for smaller venues with limited trading hours
it can be as much as $10,700 if you can accommodate 200 or
more and trade past 4 am even on limited occasions.
And yes, while there was consultation on the nature and
application of the new fees it was nevertheless a fait accompli
when first revealed in the State Government’s “A Safer Night Out”
discussion paper of July 2010 and incorporated as part of the
2011-2012 State Budgets.
Such new taxes and charges in addition to the range of fees and
costs paid now simply add to the Hotel and Hospitality industry’s
increasing jaundice view of the political class.
South Australia can be unique, vibrant and appealing by simply
encouraging and nurturing a pro-business mind set (which means
pro-jobs, pro-investment, pro-state prosperity).
Coopers Brewery 150 Birthday Celebrations
Coopers Management and staff did a great job in celebrating
their 150 years in the month of May. They involved dignitaries,
the trade and the public with equal enthusiasm. It’s a great story of
mutual inter-dependence between their company and our Industry
over the century and a half. Congratulations to Glen, Tim, Melanie
and the entire Coopers team.
Name Change For SA
This letter to the Advertiser Editor Wednesday, May 23 says it all.
“State of conflict
‘STATE needs a new name’ says soon-to-retire Business SA chief
executive Peter Vaughan (The Advertiser, 21/5/12).
This Saturday I will be with welded-on Collingwood supporter
Peter Vaughan - with him barracking for Victoria and me for South
Australia (the Crows). Now he wants to change our name.
MICHAEL PRATT, Torrens Park.”
Say no more!
www.ahasa.asn.au
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2012 AGM
M

ore than 50 AHA|SA Members attended the 141st
Annual General Meeting at the Adelaide Oval Function
Centre on April 30.
The Annual Report was delivered by AHA|SA President, Peter
Hurley along with presentations from General Manager, Ian
Horne and Secretary Treasurer, Rick Lovell.
The AGM was a very successful event with over 50
corporate sponsors joining the Members for an informal
cocktail event overlooking the working developments of the
Adelaide Oval project, providing an extremely fascinating
backdrop for guests.

1

1. Jake Parkinson – Lion, Ian Horne – AHA|SA 2. Leanne Fraser and
Anthony Petherick – Coopers, Meghan Castledine – Earl of Aberdeen
3. Wendy Ettridge – HGT, Scott Measday – HostPlus, John Firth, Talbot
Oliver Lawyers 4. Mark Falconer – Broadway Hotel, Sam Fielke –
Empire Liquor, James Franzon and Steve Clancey – Hilton Hotel, Hilton
5. Jason Kelly – Cross Keys, Damian Peterson – Hotel Metropolitan
6. Jason Baily – Lion, Rick Basheer – Moore Stephens 7. Peter Hurley
addresses the AGM 8. Will Kieboom – Challa Gardens Hotel, George
Giotis – Macmont Gaming 9. Jeff Ellis – Port Anchor Hotel, Andrew Hicks
and Neil Verringer – Bank SA 10. Wendy Newell and Tristan Waite –
Empire Hotel, Sue Harvey – Challa Gardens Hotel 11. Ian Furby, Sophie
Collins and Sean McCormack – Aon Risk Services.
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12. Chris Thomson - AHA|SA, Mark Eckhold – HGT, Bronte McCarthy –
AHA|SA, Scott Vaughan – HostPlus, Sarah Legoe – AHA|SA
13. Darren Steele – Steele & Assoc Hotel Brokers, Steve Horn – Bankwest
14. Chris and Andrew Plush – Plush Hotel Group 15. Damian McGee
and Mark Ogden – CUB, Peter Brien – Alberton Hotel 16. Brenton
Ford – Earl of Aberdeen, Brian Smith – AHA|SA 17. Dean Brazier – Phil
Hoffmann Travel, Sylvia Parmiter and Sandy Falconer – Broadway Hotel,
Jenny Hurley – Arkaba Hotel 18. David Basheer – Strathmore Hotel,
Lucy Randall – AHA|SA, Michael Queale – IGT.
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“A day in the Barossa”
Yalumba Winery’s majestic clock tower entrance.

O

n Tuesday, June 26 ‘Women in Hotels’ will enjoy a day
in the Barossa Valley at the picturesque Yalumba Winery.

Itinerary
• 10am sharp: bus departing Arab Steed Hotel, Hutt
Street, Adelaide.
• 12pm: arrive at the Yalumba Winery, Angaston for wine
tastings and winter lunch with special guest speaker
Natalie Fryar, Winemaker Jansz Tasmania.
•
•

Following lunch there will be a tour of the Yalumba
museum and cooperage.
5pm: return to the Arab Steed Hotel, Hutt Street, Adelaide.

BOOKINGS CLOSE WEDNESDAY JUNE 20
For more information contact Lucy at the AHA|SA
Phone: 08 8232 4525
Women in Hotels 2012 events
• Tuesday, June 26 – A day in the Barossa.
• Tuesday, November 20 – Christmas function.

in hotels

2012 Hotel Industry Awards for Excellence Gala Dinner
Tuesday, July 24 2012
Adelaide Entertainment Centre
Featuring floorshow Entertainment from

Ricki-Lee
Hosted by

Andrew Daddo
6.45pm for 7.30pm
Bookings close Monday, July 16

HOTEL INDUSTRY

AWARDS FOR

Excellence
2012

www.ahasa.asn.au
awards@ahasa.asn.au

www.ahasa.asn.au
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(L-R): Jason, Judy, Greg and Trent Fahey.

Family ties –
a recipe for success
By Simon Trayhorn

T

he story of the Fahey Family of Hotels is one of down-toearth country hospitality, family values and outstanding
business acumen.
As owners of one of the state’s flagship hotels, the Lakes
Resort, the Fahey hotels encompass some of South Australia’s
oldest favourites including the General Havelock, Crown and
Anchor and Exeter Hotel in Rundle Street.
The face of the company is Greg Fahey, a man who rose
from country pubs to one day serve as Vice President of the
AHA|SA. Not bad for a guy who dropped out of high school!
Over a morning coffee at another of the family’s historic
venues, the Maid and Magpie, affectionately referred to as
the Maid, Greg and his two sons, Jason and Trent, who also
work in the Fahey family hotels, sat down to talk about their
life in hotels.
Greg was immediately taken back to 1962 and the South
Australian country town of
Spalding where his father
Albert Fahey and mother
Ida were already heavily
involved in hotels. I guess
you could say hotels were
always in his blood.
“I left school when I was
14 to work in the Spalding
Hotel with my mother and
father,” Greg said.
“Three years later my father died and my mother and
I worked the hotel together.”
Greg’s journey moved on to other country pubs including
the Kooringa in Burra and the Belalie in Jamestown. He
then married Judy in 1971 and together they bought the
Peterborough Hotel the same year.
Peterborough proved to be a very productive time for the
young couple, with Jason, Naomi and Trent born into the

Fahey clan. With a lot of hard work and long hours, the
Peterborough Hotel was a bit of a launching pad for the
family and enabled them to eventually move to Adelaide in
1981 to buy firstly the lease of the Settlers Hotel and then the
freehold.
The 1980s put the Faheys firmly in the hotel spotlight with the
purchase of the Paradise in 1986 and the Bridgeway with the
Jones Group in 1987. Greg then joined the AHA|SA Council
in 1989 and the Executive Committee soon after and today
he is a Life Member.
Greg now describes himself as semi-retired however, he still
enjoys a variety of roles including getting hands-on behind
the bar.
“My position is really handling PR,” he said with a smile.
“Every week I go to all the hotels and I work the bar here at
the Maid and Magpie and the Lakes Resort.
“I’ve only ever worked
in hotels. If I didn’t have a
passion for it I would not
have stayed in the industry
for over 50 years.
“I enjoy working behind the
bar. I love talking to people
and I learnt a lot more
behind the bar than I did at
school. I’m more comfortable
behind the bar than I am on
the other side (of hotel operations). I’ve never really been into
computers or office work.”
Jason agreed. “It has always been a team effort. Dad was
always front of house and mum was always back of house.
As a family business we have been lucky over the journey and
a few things have fallen our way, but without mum and dad
working as a team, things may have turned out differently. ”
Jason and Trent, who both currently serve on the AHA|SA

“Every week I go to
all the hotels and I work
the bar here at the Maid
and Magpie and the
Lakes Resort.”

HOTEL SA

The General Havelock’s stunning refurbishment.
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Lakes Resort Hotel.

Council, were introduced to hotel life at an early age, helping
out after school before formally entering the industry. “At 14
and while on holidays from school, I started serving cars
and working in the bottle shop at the Paradise Hotel and the
Bridgeway Hotel,” Jason said.
“I also went to university and studied accounting and while
I was at university I worked in the gaming room and bars
at the Paradise, and the Lakes. I then worked for the Auditor
General’s Department for two years and hopefully I have
brought some of the skills I learnt there, into the hotel family.”
Trent started out as glassie and junior waiter for Christmas
shows at the Bridgeway hotel and also worked in the
bottle shop and bars, before also branching out for new
experiences. “I felt that I wanted to do something on my own
to see how things work in other industries,” he said.
“I became a computer systems engineer and worked for
Motorola for about three years. I wanted to have a profession
in my own right and I thought it would be good to see
how a large company like Motorola does things. How their
processes and systems work and how that compared to what
we were doing in hotels and if we could improve things.
HOTEL SA

I then felt it was time to return to the family business, starting out
as operations manager for the gaming side of the business.”
Greg paid tribute to the emergence of the next generation of
Faheys, taking on the roles of their parents.
“Our family has grown from Judy and myself with a couple
of hotels to now a full family effort with children Jason, Trent
and Naomi all working in the industry,” he said. “We are very
proud of all our children.”

Challenging climate
The Global Financial Crisis and its lingering effects have
been felt across all aspects of society, including the hotel
and hospitality industry. However, Jason noted the challenges
faced by hotels stretched beyond a sluggish economy and an
unsympathetic government.
“I hate to sound too cynical, but over the last 5-10 years
the government at all three levels have just been taking and
taking. Expenses from all three government areas seem
to have exceeded inflation and mixed with tough trading
conditions, life in hotels is not as favourable as it may have
once been” Jason said.

14
“While gaming has been the saviour for hotels with good
gaming, there are significant uphill battles with even tougher times
ahead. Government red tape, impositions and utility charges are
getting out of hand and unless there is a change of direction from
government I fear more tough times.
“It almost feels as though the government is more interested
in killing the ‘media image’ of a golden goose, rather than just
strangling it slowly as it has been doing over the past few years”.
Greg also felt the policing of hotel regulations was increasingly
a challenge for hotels and called for a more common sense
approach from the authorities. “The rules and regulations are really
adhered to the fullest degree, particularly as far as crowding is
concerned,” he said.
“There are certain areas of a hotel where if you are only one
person over in a seating area they will fine you on the spot, or
you will have to face the court. I don’t think there is any give and
take anymore. The days of friendly policing seem to be gone,
where you are basically guilty unless proven innocent. We work
in a very difficult industry and face many challenges. Police need
to work with us not against us.”
Greg also observed the impact of a cultural shift on hotels. “The
price of liquor in bottle shops is probably as cheap as it was
five years ago, but the prices on premise continue to increase as

hotels continually need to increase prices to keep up with rising
business costs and remain viable, suppliers discount for off premise
sales but don’t discount on premise as much,” he said.
“A lot of people used to go to hotels and enjoy themselves. A
blue collar worker would come in, get a pint of beer, take it back
to his table, light a cigarette and that was the end of his day. It
was a reward for a hard day’s work but we don’t see that as
much now. Greg also added that non-smoking in hotels had been
a good thing, but does not agree that smoking in outside areas
should be banned. “People have a right to certain things and if
smoking is banned in outside areas then this could be another nail
for on-premise liquor sales,” he said. “On- premise bar sales are
the life blood of our industry and they must be protected.
“It’s just general cost of living pressures that are really impacting
on on-premise sales in particular,” Jason said. “Our bar and
food trade is critical for the survival of country hotels and also
our traditional city bars, but cost pressures again are pushing
traditional bars to the wall. In our industry there’s the 80/20
rule where basically 80 per cent of the alcohol is consumed
off-premise or in bottle shops but this 80 per cent of alcohol
consumption contributes to 20 per cent of employment in the hotel
industry.
“Whereas you have the 20 per cent of alcohol that’s sold

Are proud to be associated with the Fahey Hotel Group
Galipo supply the Fahey Hotel Group with a wide range of foodservice lines including;

•
•
•

Frozen goods

•

Smallgoods

Dry goods

•

Packaging

Chilled goods

•

Cleaning products

Galipo Food Company would like to thank the Fahey Hotel Group for their ongoing support.
As leaders in foodservice, Galipo Food Company is a one stop shop for Hotels!
To find out more about how Galipo Foods can supply your Hotel, contact our office on
81682000 Monday to Friday 8am to 5.30pm. Or visit www.galipo.com.au

HOTEL SA
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The Maid’s interior combines classic and modern designs.

ROBERTSON’S
G L AZING SERVICE

Ro

PTY.LTD.

Robertson’s Glazing would like to thank

TheThe
General
Havelock
Fahey
GroupHotel

T

for
the
forthe
theopportunity
opportunitytotoprovide
provide
glazing their
service
in theservices
recent upgrade.
glazing
With 30 years experience and South Australian owned Robertson’s Glazing specialise in a broad range of
high quality customised glazing services and glass
products for residential and commercial clients.

g

Call our experienced and dedicated team today.

PH 8264 4161
24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK

HOTEL SA

Proud to be working with The Fahey Group

www.studionine.net.au ph 08 8132 3999

www.studionine.net.au ph 08 8132 3999
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on-premise or inside licensed hotels with bars contributes to 80
per cent of employment. So it’s really important for our industry to
protect on-premise business because that is where the employment
is. Government need to recognise the impact of government tax
impositions on Bulk Alcohol (Keg Beer) and protect on-premise
alcohol sales.”

Family values at
work

Trent said they relied on senior staff in the various areas of
operations to train employees. “They essentially perform a
mentoring role and take the employee under their wing, make sure
they are happy and show them the right way.”
Jason said his mum and dad had brought up himself, Trent and
sister Naomi to have the same
set of good old fashioned
country values, which they also
applied to their work.
“As country people we have
always had the attitude of
treating people as you want
to be treated,” he said. “It has
always been an aim of ours
that we treat everyone the same and this includes our staff and
our customers.
“We have been very lucky over the years. We have always
had incredible managers, staff, customers and business partners
and the whole family are very grateful to them. We could not
have achieved anything without their help and support and we
look forward to what the future may hold.”

“As country people we
have always had the
attitude of treating people
as you want to be treated.”

Regarding employees, Greg
identified service and good
communication as key aspects
of operations for hoteliers to
concentrate on. “A lot of young
employees now are getting ready for a hospitality career down
the track, and trying to educate the younger ones to make a
career of hospitality is something we feel is important.
“The younger generation all have mobile phones and tend
to text message each other rather than talk a lot, including with
customers. So they need to learn how to communicate and relate
to customers.”

TMK – Engineering
& Project Delivery
TMK provides professional services for
all project phases including feasibility
assessment, conceptual planning, detailed
engineering documentation, construction
supervision and contract administration.
TMK aims to be the preferred Project Delivery Consultancy and the employer
of choice in SA, and to be known as leaders or experts in all the fields we
embrace. In order to achieve this, we intend to grow a profitable innovative
multi-disciplined Engineering and Project Delivery Consultancy that attracts
committedStaff,andClientstrusttoprovideoutcomefocussed,qualityservices.
In particular, our core values embrace the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

 are for Clients and End Users
C
Care for Employees
Outcome Focussed
Continuous Improvement
through Innovation

•
•
•

Be Ethical
Be Profitable
Honesty & Integrity – “Do
what we say we will do”

TMK has an in-house web-based, live, ‘Expert’ system for resourcing
and quality control. The internal ‘Expert’ system utilizes MP-ReMS™
and Innovation & New Value Delivery (www.paradigmicon.com.au),
a model / program developed and designed to capture:
1) Project Tracking.
2) Milestone Targets.

3)	Quality Assurance through
“checklist” sign-off by TMK.
4) Resource Allocation.

TMK Consulting Engineers

105 Waymouth Street, SA 5000
Civil - Environmental - Structural - Geotechnical Mechanical - Electrical - Fire - Green ESD - Lifts - Hydraulics
P: (08) 8238 4100 - F: (08) 8410 1405
E: tmksa@tmkeng.com.au - W: www.tmkeng.com.au

Quality
ISO 9001

www.ahasa.asn.au
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Regional Presentations
and Lunch
T

he Regional Presentation for the Lower Mid Upper North
East was recently held at the Sevenhill Hotel.
The interaction and discussion at the presentation signified
that there were topics and issues that a number of hoteliers
required clarification on.
The Members who attended the presentation were bought
up to date on matters the industry is facing at present. They
also have a clearer picture on how the AHA|SA is working for
them on these matters.
Following the presentation our sponsors had the opportunity
to socialise or network with our Members in a relaxed
environment at lunch.
Thank you to all the sponsors who supported this event.
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1. Scaggs – Clare Hotel and Leanne Fraser – Coopers Brewery
2. Wendy and Ed Schutz and Ian Shelby-James – AON Risk Services
3. Tania Phillips-Handford - Taminga Hotel, Mandy Caines – H & L
Australia and Sandie Morrissey – Energy Action 4. Sarah and Ken Noack
– Rising Sun Hotel and Ann Branson – Railway Hotel Peterborough
5. Craig Symes – Holco Fine Meat Supplies and Scott Vaughan – HostPlus
6. Chris Branson – Railway Hotel Peterborough and Marc Huber –
Coopers Brewery 7. Brett Sigley – George Street Wines, Phillip Caruso –
Australian Liquor Marketers and Jannene Liddy – Bentleys Hotel
8. Casandra Mihov – Treasury Wine Estates and John Rankine – Riverton
Hotel 9. Adrian Buring – Hill Equipment, Jen Chestnut – Manager Sevenhill
Hotel and Brad Hosgood – Andale Hotel Services 10. Darly Martin –
Commercial Hotel Jamestown and Lisa Menadue – AHA|SA Gaming Care.

Liquor licensing, business & franchising LAWYERS
We pride ourselves on pleasing clients.
We are lawyers who understand the business
we are in and the needs of our clients

Solomon Bampton Lawyers

Richard Solomon

Amanda Parkinson

Andrew Bampton

341 Halifax Street, Adelaide 5000
Tel No. 08 8232 3300
amanda@solomonbampton.com.au
www.solomonbampton.com.au

www.ahasa.asn.au

the NeW FRONtIeR

IN 1¢ JACKPOtS
For more information, contact:

www.ainsworth.com.au

Toni Odgers - 0402 927 833
toni.odgers@ainsworth.com.au

Andrew Copperstone - 0409 171 616
andrew.copperstone@ainsworth.com.au
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raise a pint for st helen’s –
brewers ‘chip in for calvary’
T

he inaugural Chip in for Calvary golf day will be held at
Grange Golf Course on Monday, October 29.
This charity golf day will raise vital funds to support cancer
care at Calvary North Adelaide Hospital – a highly respected
health care provider with a rich heritage spanning over 110
years.
The event brings together Coopers Brewery, Lion and
Carlton United Brewers. These three fantastic companies have
come on board to provide great support for our inaugural
event.
Maximum have been successfully staging corporate golf
days in Adelaide for the last 11 years and are now helping in
the management of the Chip in for Calvary event.
This fabulous event includes breakfast, 18 holes of golf with
carts, lunch, drinks throughout the day, special guest speaker
and charity auction.
The aim of the day is to raise in excess of $70,000 for
Calvary and run this as an annual event.
This golf day will rate as one of the special corporate golf
days of the year. It has been organised in such a way that the
players will have a great experience with first class hospitality,
raising valuable funds and create a position where they want
to come back next year.
Key features of the day
• Quality organised event.
• 120 players and an additional 40 guests for a sit down
lunch.
• Ambrose score event with features to prevent burglars but
ensures a good time by all!
• Players receive 18 holes of golf in a cart with their ‘own’
souvenir drinks esky.
• Players receive quality golf shirt with major sponsor logo
and cap.
• Hospitality includes breakfast, drinks on course, specialty
food holes, hospitality hostesses, sit down lunch in
clubrooms with wine, beer and soft drinks.
• Golf winners play for a major prize and other excellent
prizes (prizes TBC).
• Raffles and a brief ‘high end’ auction raise funds at lunch
for Calvary.
• Special guest speaker at the lunch to be confirmed.
• Special MC

Event details
• Date: Monday, 29 October.
• Venue: Grange Golf Course, White Sands Drive,
Grange.
• Competition: Ambrose.
• Registration: 7.00am cooked breakfast.
• Tee off: 8.00am shotgun start.
• Lunch: 1.00pm start with special guest speaker and
charity auction.
• Dress Code: Dress rules apply on course. All players
will be supplied with a ‘Chip in for Charity’ polo and
golf hat. Neat casual attire required for lunch.
All proceeds raised at this event will directly support cancer
care for patients and their families at Calvary North Adelaide
Hospital through the St Helen’s Ward Upgrade Appeal.
For further details please contact:
The Mary Potter Foundation
Phone: (08) 8239 0119
Email: cathy@marypotter.org.au
Website: www.chipinforcalvary.com.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/Chip-In-For-Calvary
The Mary Potter Foundation would like to thank our major
sponsors Coopers Brewery, Lion and Carlton United Brewers.

The Mary Potter Foundation would also like to thank KWP
for donating the video about cancer care at North Adelaide’s
Calvary Hospital for our website, and Boylen Media for
donating the website.
www.ahasa.asn.au
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Ravo’s Bush
Telegraph
By Ian Ravenscroft
Yorke Peninsula ‘ambassador’
enters hotel industry.

S

tar Adelaide Crows footballer and arguably Yorke
Peninsula’s best known ambassador, Bernie Vince, has
entered the hotel industry as a partner in the Hackney Hotel.
From Stansbury, Bernie is an outstanding sportsman
who represented Yorke Peninsula for years in country
cricket carnivals and subsequently rose to play A-Grade
District Cricket for Woodville.

“Hopefully, this move
will assist in keeping
this popular Crows
skipper playing football
in SA.”
At the same time his love and ability with football has
elevated him to become a star for the Adelaide Crows
and he has become an inspiration and motivation to all
young aspiring sports people on the Peninsula.
Heck, Bernie is now on the evening news, radio, the Footy
Show etcetera and who knows with the close proximity of
the Zoo to the Hackney, with all the noise from within, may
even motivate him to enter politics sometime in the future!
Bernie has joined in a hotel partnership with club captain
Nathan Van Berlo (nicknamed VB - how appropriate).
Hopefully, this move will assist in keeping this popular Crows
skipper playing football in SA.
The other partners are the evergreen Peter Hurley and Mark
Ricciuto – ‘The Roo—ster’. (How many kids have you and
Sara got now Roo?) In purchasing the hotel, Bernie and VB,
HOTEL SA

who have previously done some work experience for Roo at
the Alma Hotel, are looking forward to the new venture as
an escape from the pressures associated with elite football.
Bernie should be a natural to this new game as his father
Tim, well known for enjoying a ‘cleansing Ale’ and his
Uncle Chris Vince, well known as the publican at the Old
Noarlunga Hotel for over 10 years, are readily available for
advice.
They tell me young Bernie has even been sighted recently
on a Sunday morning, practicing pulling beers in his undies
at the Dalrymple Hotel in his home town of Stansbury, so
keen is he to learn the ropes of the hotel game!
We wish you all the best at the Hackney and the RBT
encourages you all to call in and checkout BV and VB at
the Hackney.

Vale Stan Papps - the passing of a
hotel stalwart
Well known Royal Exchange Hotel stalwart Stan Papps
recently passed away at Kadina at the age of 85. The
iconic Yorke Peninsula hotel, run by Stan’s sons David and
Steven for the past 28 years, will miss Stan greatly.
He was always around talking and socialising with patrons
and assisting staff. Old Stan specialised on looking after the
TAB area in particular and dabbled in owning some horses
over the years, with a few wins, but also had many hard
luck racing stories to recount like all of us.
Rumour has it though (unconfirmed) that Stan never pulled a
beer at the pub, which is quite unique as he certainly loved
a beer himself.
He enjoyed telling a yarn or two, was very respected in
the area and attended many sporting and race days with
clients of the pub. Stan was the AHA councillor for Yorke
Peninsula for a few years and son David has followed on the
tradition as the current councillor.
Stan, when living at Streaky Bay as the local bank
manager many years ago, was a founding member of the
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“The iconic Yorke
Peninsula hotel, run by
Stan’s sons David and
Steven for the past 28
years, will miss Stan
greatly.”
Streaky Bay Community Hotel. He loved recounting fishing
stories of that era - long days at Venus Bay - and has always
enjoyed a game of golf.
David fairly recently took Stan for a return trip to the West
Coast, where he caught up with many old mates. It was a
nostalgic trip which he thoroughly enjoyed.
Whilst talking about David, I always feel bad that I have
never taken up his offer for a light aircraft flight. He asked
me years ago when he was learning to fly if I wanted to go
for a flight, but I was a bit too busy! Then a few years later,

when he was learning to fly helicopters, he again asked me
if I would like go for a trip. You would not read about it - I
was too busy to go again! Never mind Pappsy, one day I
will be free!
Brother Steven has a more grounded pastime - he trains
trotters in his spare time and has had quite some successes
over the years.
Old Stan, whose wife Pauline passed away some years
ago, was extremely proud of his family, including his
daughters, sons, grandkids and great grandchildren. He
leaves us in the full knowledge that his two sons will continue
to run the best hotel on Yorke Peninsula in a professional
manner.
Rest in Peace Stan Papps.

Coopers Brewery – 150th
celebration
What an amazing achievement by the whole Coopers
family! The Bush Telegraph will catch up with Glen and
Dr Tim when the dust settles on the official functions being
undertaken at present.
I look forward to bringing some interesting coverage of the
milestone in the next edition of the RBT.

FOOD, BEVERAGE & HOSPITALITY EQUIPMENT
Superior Performance and Life

• Refrigeration systems
• Commercial kitchens
• Catering equipment
• Warewashing
• Custom refrigerated cabinets
• Presentation counters
• Coolrooms/freezers

26 Cavan Road Dry Creek

Showroom
Demo
Kitchen

24 hr service/sales: Ph 8368 2300		

Web: www.hill.com.au
www.ahasa.asn.au

The Pure Promise
As Pure as it gets.

100% PURE

With consumers demanding
Natural product it is no wonder
Phil Morley is excited about it!

A

ngus Pure Natural Beef ® was
established in the November of 2009 when
an alliance was formed between Certified
Australian Angus Beef Pty Ltd and T&R
Pastoral Pty Ltd located at Murray Bridge in
South Australia.
As Phil Morley, the person in charge of the
Angus Pure brand explains, Angus Pure
Natural Beef was developed as a response
to the recognised consumer demand for a
high quality pasture-fed Angus beef meal
produced naturally; pasture-fed, free from
antibiotics and hormone growth promotants.
The Angus Pure Natural Beef brand
represents Angus beef that has been naturally
raised in the lush grazing regions of South
Australia, from the Barossa to the Limestone
Coast and beyond. Angus breeders
and growers of Angus Pure cattle have
focused their efforts and vast experience

in producing young Angus cattle that meet
the high expectations of the modern diner.
Requiring beef that is not only raised in a
Natural environment but also meets their
eating enjoyment expectations.
Phil Morley says ‘you know you have got
a great beef product when the rest of the
world wants a slice of the action’. Angus
Pure Natural Beef is now being exported to
some of the major players in the food sector
in Japan, Korea, Singapore and Dubai just to
name a few. They all love the Natural Taste
that Angus Pure Natural Beef delivers.”
Angus Pure Natural Beef ® is fully traceable
from paddock to plate using Meat Standards
Australia (MSA) grading technology. Angus
Pure carcasses are graded by MSA to ensure
an eating quality outcome delivering high
quality consistent Angus Pure Natural
branded beef that is Healthy, Flavoursome

and Tender, the core promise of Angus Pure.
In Melbourne the Rare Steakhouse venues
at 42 King Street and 61 Lt Collins Street
have made Angus Pure Natural Beef their
feature beef menu item. Rare Steakhouse
ranges a selection on six Angus Pure Natural
Beef cuts. Their signature dish is an Angus
Pure Rib on the bone 600 grams at a $68.50
cost which is more expensive than the Sher
Wagyu (Marble Score +8) Porterhouse at
$65.00.
Phil Morley concludes by saying “we are
very pleased to have this strong supply
relationship with T&R Pastoral at Murray
Bridge. The business is owned by the
South Australian Thomas family. Our Food
Service Angus Pure Natural Beef supplier
Mybutcher Managing Director Tony Buckley
has been an unbelievable supporter of the
Angus Pure Natural Beef brand.”

Angus Pure and Natural
www.anguspure.com
For further information please contact your representative today.
Distributor
Processor
Mybutcher
T & R Pastoral Pty Ltd
Camden Park SA 08 8159 0222

Murray Bridge SA 08 8532 1955

Food Service
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Food - it’s all about the service
“Y

ou’ll have to forgive him. He’s from Barcelona.”
Okay, Manuel didn’t exactly help things. But there’s no
denying that Basil Fawlty always seemed to struggle with food
service. Or any service for that matter.
The food service you provide is more critical today than ever
before when it comes to the profitability of a hotel operation.
This is partly due to a rise in standard of South Australian
hotels in recent years, thanks to a series of multi-million dollar
refurbishments.
As a result, the hotel and hospitality scene is extremely
competitive and food is seen as a key to consistently attracting
patrons.
Traditional pub grub such as schnitzels still plays a major role
on the menus of most hotels. To a degree, this is dependent
on socio-economic factors. However, many hotels have taken
their standard closer to the level of restaurants.
In these difficult economic times, foodservice is even
more critical as people are particularly discerning with their
entertainment dollar. When they walk into your venue, they

expect their meal to be the right portion, professionally
presented, fresh, reasonably priced and delivered with a smile
– all on time – or they will look elsewhere.
When it comes to price, it seems most people are prepared
to pay a little more if the quality and service is of a high
standard. However, any reduction in either factor - price
becomes a talking point.
The key ingredient for quality foodservice is, of course, food
and for hotels, one of the best ways to ensure the highest
standards is to deal with trusted providers.
Wills & Daniel is a South Australian business, specialising in
sourcing fresh produce that meets the specific needs of hotels
and restaurant kitchens.
The company is the idea of fruit and vegetable business
owner and former Adelaide City counsellor, William Zaharis,
and former Macquarie Bank Director and business head,
Daniel Semmler.
Daniel said the food service available to Adelaide hotels
and restaurants was well behind the eastern states. “Together,

We specialise in delivering cost effective solutions for your kitchen.

No matter what your putting on the plate we can work together to deliver immediate
results for your business.
We ensure that our clients:
• pay less for their produce
• use produce that is appropriate for their needs
• get consistent supply of the freshest produce direct from local growers
• have a complete range of products, from processed vegetables to the most exotic
and hard to find
• receive all the communication and service they require
Contact us on 08 8260 7776 or info@willsanddaniel.com.au
http://www.willsanddaniel.com.au

www.ahasa.asn.au
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we saw a real opportunity to create a service offering that
is unlike anything currently available to Adelaide hotels and
restaurants,” he said.
“That is, a business built to meet the needs of the client.
Specifically in the areas of price, product range, product
quality and service. We believe every business is unique and
as such requires a tailored solution for best results.
“Hence, a primary focus has been spending time to listen to
clients to get a greater understanding of their business and the
things that are important to them.”
Daniel identified technology as an important element to the
process. “Utilising technology to increase information flow and
communication to clients via online newsletters and automated
mobile texting is something we do,” he said.
Daniel also felt a strong focus on local, seasonal produce
was attractive to customers. “Produce primarily comes direct
from local farmers and growers, which ensures the fruit,
vegetables, herbs and eggs are fresher, tastier and more cost
effective.”
According to a report by food service giant McCormick and

Company, it is important to be aware of evolving tastes.
Chef Mark Garcia for McCormick in the United States
said, “If there’s one thing the food lovers of the world have in
common, it’s that we approach eating with greater curiosity
than ever before and really celebrate the enjoyment of it. We
can now spend an entire evening immersed in the flavours of
a meal.”
McCormick’s Flavour Forecast 2012 noted what it called the
Honouring Roots trend.
Chef Steve Love for McCormick Europe, Middle-East and
Africa said, “Honouring Roots is all about taking heritage
flavours and applying a fresh perspective that mindfully
balances modern tastes and cultural authenticity.
“The flavour combination of Korean pepper paste with
sesame, Asian pear and garlic honours Korean BBQ and
inspires new interpretations. While these flavours are gaining
attention on restaurant menus in some regions, they are still
emerging in others. We predict this unique combination of
sweet, sour, spicy and savoury will soon dazzle taste buds
all around the globe.”

THE LATEST OUTDOOR HEATING TECHNOLOGY IS NOW AVAILABLE
Infratech infrared electric outdoor heaters
“Café CARE is pleased to offer an effective and efficient outdoor alfresco heating solution. Infratech heaters use the latest
in US infrared heating technology to deliver powerful near
instantaneous all weather heating. In as little as 90 seconds
an Infratech heater is at full capacity, providing your patrons
with warmth and comfort, which is likened to moving into the
sunshine on a cold windy day... without the sun tan.
• highly cost effective
• adjustable bracket system
allows for a wider variety
of mounting options
• marine grade stainless steel

HOTEL SA

• p
 rovides all year outdoor
dining.
• can to be fitted with a
movement sensor allowing
for automatic operation

Please contact Café CARE for a quote on sizing and
selecting the right heating solution for your needs.”
6 KINGSTON AVENUE
Richmond SA 5033
P. 1300 119 472
F. 1300 119 852

heating
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Beat the winter chills
T

he arrival of those grey winter skies and cold southerly winds
is a timely reminder for hoteliers of the importance of having
a quality heating system in place for their venue.
With daytime temperatures often falling to 15C and evenings
dropping to an average low of 8C, effective heating is vital particularly in the hotel and hospitality industry.
Maintaining a comfortable environment for guests means they
are more likely to remain at your venue and enjoy themselves
longer and, of course, return another day. So providing
adequate heating is simply good business practice. And it’s not
only the indoor areas of a hotel that need to be considered.
The cold winter can also put a dampener on your sparkling
beer gardens and courtyards.
There’s nothing like fresh air and the reality is that even during
the winter months, many of your patrons still want a taste of the
great outdoors when visiting their favourite hotel.
In the current economic climate, it has never been more
important to maintain patronage and providing some warmth to
an outdoor area can help achieve this.

HOTEL SA

Outdoor heating has come on leaps and bounds in recent
years, offering plenty of options to suit your needs.
Gas-fired patio heaters are perhaps the most popular choice
with some models able to heat up to a 5m radius. They work
by radiant heat and the best quality models are sturdy
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Sponsor Spotlight
Name:

Richard Leddicoat

Company: Accolade Wines
Position: 	Regional Field Sales Manager –
Reynella, SA
Tell us about Accolade Wines?
Drawing on a proud heritage with one of the first wineries
established in Australia, Accolade Wines has evolved into a
global wine company with some of the world’s best-known
brands sold in over 80 countries, including Australia, the UK,
Mainland Europe, the US, Canada, Japan and China.
The business is the number one wine company by volume in
the UK and Australia, with a portfolio of brands ranging from
the historic Hardys, the number one Australian wine brand in
the UK and significant wine brand in Mainland Europe, through
to the 175 year-old Houghton label, Banrock Station, Omni,
Goundrey, Brookland Valley, Berri, Stanley, Amberley, Moondah
Brook, Leasingham, Tintara, Tasmanian label Bay of Fires, plus
sparkling brands House of Arras and Yarra Burn.
Accolade Wines is headquartered at Reynella, SA, and
has offices in Guildford (Surrey, UK), Sydney, Singapore,
Stellenbosch, Tokyo, Moscow and Amsterdam.
The company has more than 1800 employees in Australia, the
UK, Europe, Asia and South Africa.
What are your key responsibilities?
I have recently commenced a new role as the Regional Field
Sales Manager - West. Along with the State Management of
SA and NT, I am now also responsible for our sales business in
WA, Victoria and Tasmania. This will mean balancing my time
around the needs of the three States and our people, working
with key customers to drive our joint business and ultimately profit
and loss responsibility for all three States.
How do you occupy your time outside of work?
Like a lot of young boys my son is involved in a number of

sports. Christian’s choice of sports are namely, cricket, football,
golf and swimming. Outside of work my weekends are devoted
to ferrying Christian around to the next game or practice. Once
the sport is over, I try to spend time with the family and catching
up with friends as well as trying to stay on top of things like the
garden.
What is something that most wouldn’t know
about you?
I used to be quite a handy golfer. However, my golf career
was over by the time I reached 23. One thing that I did
manage to achieve at the ripe old age of 12, was one thing
many golfers can spend a lifetime trying to achieve, a hole in
one and it was in a Saturday competition.
Where is your favourite holiday destination?
I have only been there twice but I fell in love with Scotland. It
is a truly spectacular country. The people are very friendly and
if you enjoy scotch whisky there are plenty of distilleries to visit
along the whisky trail.
If you could ask any three people in the world
around for dinner who would they be and why?
I would definitely have the Iron Chef team around for dinner,
they would have to cook of course, but I am fascinated with
what they come up with from one main ingredient.
Billy Connolly - I could listen to his stories all night long.
Even though he is no longer with us, Ayrton Senna, the best F1
driver I have ever seen. It would have been great to meet him.

www.ahasa.asn.au
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TA celebrates 155 years
T

he Torrens Arms Hotel has turned 155 years old and
the milestone was celebrated on April 22 at the popular
eastern suburbs pub. The evening also represented a new
beginning for the ‘TA’ with the official opening of the new
look venue after the completion of its recent and spectacular
refurbishment, covered in the February/March 2012 edition
of Hotel SA.
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1. (L-R): Sam McInnes, Emma Parkinson, Jake Parkinson and Ian Horne
2. (L-R): Rosemary Fisher, Michael Picton – Mayor of Mitcham, Ken Fisher,
John Bannister and Kerry Bannister 3. (L-R): Helen Dart, Jenny Hurley, Kevin
Dart and Ian Horne 4. Jenny and Peter Hurley 5. (L-R): Murray Pope and
Maurie Rowe 6. Dagma Kondratiuk and Peter Kruger 6. (L-R): Grantley
and Leanne Fraser with Tony Hurley.
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SA’s Leading Liquor Wholesaler. Phone 8416 7500

Publican’s
Pearlers
William Kieboom
Goodearth Group – based at
Challa Gardens Hotel
How long have you been in the industry?
25 years (1987).
How many pubs have you worked at, ran or
owned?
I started at the Tower Hotel and ended up a Duty Manager
when at university and then received a study grant from
Adelaide Casino when I was a shift manager in gaming
there. Then I went on to manage Britannia Hotel, Roxby
Tavern and Motor Inn, a small group in Cairns and the
current Group Manager role for Goodearth Hotels (Challa,
Empire, Great Northern and Boston) – so five companies
and the casino.
Why did you become a publican?
Accidentally… I was supposed to be an accountant but
when I finished study, I was earning good money in the
casino. Then the opportunity came to move back into pubs
as a manager. I am still enjoying it and haven’t looked back.
If you weren’t a publican what else would you
be doing?
Probably wouldn’t have ended up doing accounting for the
long haul – my other passion was architecture.
Besides your hotel, which other hotel do you
admire and why?
I live in the hills and I enjoy the Stirling Hotel. I just like sitting
outside on a nice afternoon with an ale. The food’s great –
it’s just a great spot and they do it well. Always take visitors
and friends up there.
What do you think are the elements that make
up a good pub?
Consistency in product and service and a good staff team
with a positive outlook.

What advice would you give to someone who
wanted to begin a career in the hospitality
industry/or run their own pub?
There are lots of good opportunities for a career path in a
lot of different areas. But my sage advice would be, “if you
can’t find yourself a good chef – then find yourself a good
therapist.”
“When I retire from being a publican, I will…”
Jump on the other side of the bar and also catch up on
my reading list. But assuming retirement is 20 years away,
hopefully a trip on a Virgin spacecraft will be on the cards!
Do you have a nickname?
Bill, Kiebs, Taco Will, Ka-boom.
Which is your favourite sporting team, and
who is your favourite sporting person?
Adelaide Crows / Roger Federer.
What is your favourite holiday spot?
Overseas – Paris. Local – Goolwa.
If you could sit down to dinner with three
people, who would they be?
Ewan McGregor, Professor Brian Cox (astronomer/physicist)
and Tom Baker (the fourth Doctor Who). I was going to add
Ross Noble – but I don’t think I could eat with him - food
would be flying around everywhere – maybe just a few pints
of Guinness instead!
What is your favourite food?
A good paella.
What is the strangest drink a customer has
ordered from you?
Bundy and milk – it almost made me gag pouring it.
www.ahasa.asn.au

CORNESY & ROWEY
Adelaide’s Number 1 Sport Show
4pm-7pm weeknights
Source: Nielsen Media Research: Survey #3, 2012, Share %

